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Committed to performing all tasks with keen attention to detail. Focused on completing rigging

work to maintain tight deadlines. Works well in both independent and team-based environments.

Well-organized and reliable with excellent planning and execution paired with sound safety

record. Experienced Welding Fabricator and talented at using SMAW equipment to produce

quality results. Skilled at reading specifications, calculating measurements and checking finished

product to provide accurate work.

Mobile crane operations

Heavy lift management

Crane steering

Blueprint Interpretation

Structural welding

Pipe fitting

Welding

Fabrication

Steel Fabrication

Tool repair and maintenance

Precision measuring tools

Shaping and cutting

Jul 2014 - Current

Cabanatuan City, Nueva Ecija

Freelance Welder
Self- Employed

Repaired manufactured products by dismantling, straitening, reshaping and reassembling

parts.

Welded in flat, horizontal, vertical and overhead positions.

Managed repair and maintenance schedule to organize shop and maintain equipment.

Offered advice and assistance to customers, paying attention to special needs or wants.

Resolved weld-related problems by researching and using appropriate repair practices.

Made steel form parts using various cutting equipment and welded part together per

specifications.

Apr 2012 - Jun 2014

Dammam, Saudi Arabia

Crane Rigger
Al Osais Contracting Co.

Operated mobile crane and moved materials to various locations to meet job schedule

demands.



Education

Certifications

Positioned cranes in response to hand signals and observed load hookup to determine safe

load capacities.

Assisted with safe crane operation at rig sites and yard.

Completed and submitted daily inspection sheet for rigging equipment.

Helped set up and rig up crane.

Reported defects on equipment or rigging to proper supervisor.

Assisted in rig down, disassembly and loading of crane.

Followed top piling techniques when working with various types of piles to complete projects

safely and on-time.

Feb 2000 - Apr 2010

Cabanatuan City, Nueva Ecija

Fabrication Welder
DGS Construction

Checked cut length frequently for deviations in cut length specs.

Fabricated steel molds for concrete using hand and power tools, welding operations and

lifting equipment.

Checked angle of pipe on angle table.

Read and followed blueprints and weld diagrams.

Repair machinery and other components by welding pieces and filling gaps

Welded metal components in vertical, overhead and flat positions.

Reworked, repaired and adjusted cable assemblies and harnesses to meet safety standards.

Chipped away debris and thick crusts of rust, slag and other materials to ready surfaces for

welding.

Sep 2021

Cabanatuan City, Philippines

GED
Childrens's Hope Day Center CLC

Junior High School Certificate

NCII Shield Metal Arc Welding : Certificate #: 21034902214769


